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Environmentaldata validationor evaluationconsists of an assessmentof
three major areas inherentto the achievementof overalldata quality and
usability. These major componentsare:

analyticalmethod validation;
field proceduresand documentationreview;and
an evaluationof the level of achievementof data quality
objectivesbased in part on PARCC parametersanalysis and expected
applicationsof the data.

The PARCC parametersare precision,accuracy,representativeness,
completeness,and comparability. In the realm of CERCLA activities,the data
quality objectivesare strictlytied to the identifiedexpected use of the
data. Although analyticalvalidationof environmentaldata at particular
levels of validation result in a PARCC-directedmeasureof data quality,the
comprehensiveevaluationof the level of achievementof "project"DQOs is only
possible after evaluationsof the adherenceto field sampling proceduresand
documentationrequirementssurroundingthe sample collectionswhich initiated
the processof the generationof environmentaldata.

A program utilizingmatrix associationsof requiredlevels of validation
effort and analyticallevelsversus applicationsof this environmentaldata
was developed in conjunctionwith DOE-ID guidancedocumentsto implement
actions under the FederalFacilitiesAgreementand ConsentOrder in effect at
the Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory(INEL). This was a multi-contractor
effort to bring consistentqualityto the INEL-wideEnvironmentalRestoration
Program and database in an efficientand cost-effectivemanner. This program,
which documentsall phases of this review process, is now being expandedby
individualcontractorsto other phasesof environmentalmonitoringbeing
conductedunder DOE Order 5400.1.

I. Introduction
Environmentalsampledata is generatedevery second in the United States

to supportenvironmentalprojectsor maintain interfacesbetweenthe
operationsaspects and the environmentalregulationsfor industry,commercial
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entities, government owned facilities, etc. Applications of such data sets may
include several of the following:

determine applicability of environmental regulations,
waste management decisions,
transportation decisions for wastes,
compliance with environmental regulations thresholds,
determination of emissions,
risk assessments,
Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Studies,
RCRAcorrective action measures,
design of remedial action systems,
monitoring of remedial action systems performance, and
certification of achievement of cleanup goals.

The validity of such data is a function of the design and
implementation of the project's or program's quality assurance(QA) and quality
controls(QC) relating to sample collections, sample receipt and storage of
samples prior to the performance of analyses, and, finally, the performance of
the analyses and associated data reductions and data reporting. The guidance
and/or requirements for what constitutes acceptable QA/QC for the
environmental data for specific projects originates with the "Interim
Guidelines and Specifications for Preparing Quality Assurance Project Plans,
QAMS-O05/80", as issued by the Quality Assurance Management Staff of the U.S.
EPA(EPA) Office of Research and Development, method-specific and EPA program
guidance documents such as the "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste,
Physical/Chemical Methods, SW-846" and the EPAContract Laboratory
Program(CLP) Users Guide, 40 CFR, as well as applicable field sampling
plans(FSP), waste analysis plans(WAP), and quality assurance project
pl ans(QAPjP).

2. Sample Verification

Comprehensive validation of environmental sample data first requires a
sample verification process which relies heavily upon a comprehensive review
of field documentation and logs (generated by samplers or automatic
instrumentation), sample tracking forms, shipping documents, chain-of-
custody(COC) forms, laboratory internal sample tracking logs, sample
preparation logs, laboratory data sheets, and the final reports of analytical
results as issued by the analyzing laboratory. This sample verification
process verifies that the analytical results for each sample are able to be
traced back to specific samples and sample locations. Usually the laboratory
performs a check of the internal sample tracking documentation as part of it's
internal QA Program implementation of routine data reviews before issuance of
final reports. Contractual arrangements usually need to be made via project
procurement entities representing project management and the data users if the
laboratory is expected to provide either a complete validation service or
extensive documentation in support of an independent data validation.

Also inherent to this verification phase of the validation process is
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the need to verify physical sample security and legal defensibility of the
resultant data for project samples from the point of collection to the point
of analysis. Prior to shipment and after receipt by the laboratory, use of
secured area sample storage and strict adherence to COCprocedures, including
the use of chain-of-custody seals, should achieve the required sample
security. Documentation of such compliance during field activities should be
readily available for the validator's review.

A check by the validator for the documentation of the use of COCseals
on the shipping containers (often coolers) for the sample shipments will
verify that the samples were not tampered with or otherwise altered in anyway
during shipment. Often the use of individual sample seals further guarantees
that the samples are not tampered with after collection. A check of the
laboratory sample receipt and log-in records should verify if the samples were
received with all sample and shipping container seals intact, and whether or
not preservation temperatures were sufficiently ma.intained whenever the
requested analyses required cooling of the samples between collection and
analysis.

3. Data ReductionsCheck

A thorough review of the calculationsand data reductions,as performed
by the laboratory'sanalyststo arrive at the final reported analytical
results for the project samples,is an integralportionof any review or
validationof the reportedenvironmentalsample data. For many laboratories
this internalreview is accomplishedfor a percentageof the projectsamples.
Other laboratorieswith more stringentquality assurancerequirements,such as
labs in the CLP Program,may review 100% of their data and calculations. In
the laboratoryreviews,typicallysupervisorychemistsor analystswho did not
perform the given sample analysesperform an independentcheck of the data
sheets and the calculationsof the analyst, lookingfor transcriptionor
mathematicalerrors. Once this functionhas been accomplishedand the
associatedsample qualitycontrolsfor the method have been reviewed,the
analyticalresultswill either be qualified,approvedwithout qualifications
or rejected as appropriate.

The review of the analyticallaboratoriescalculationsand data reduc-
tions, performedas one part of a more comprehensiveand independentvalida-
tion of the analyticaldata generatedby an environmentalproject or program,
is a redundantcheck of these same laboratorydocuments. The validatorlooks
for transcriptionerrors,computer input errors, and errors in mathematical
calculations. The performanceof this portion of the validationrequiresthe
validatorto secure and review data sheets,worksheets,logbooks, instrument
print-outs (eg.,strip-chartrecorders,chromatograms,integratoroutputs),
laboratory informationmanagementsystem (LIMS)outputs,and final reports.

The validatormust verify the validityof the calculationsand data
reductionswhich yielded each analyticalresult based on the quantitative
effects of the preparationand method procedures,the weight or volume of the
samplewhich was initiallypreparedfor the analysis,and any dilutionsor
concentrationsrequiredfor the final matrix for the sample as placed into the
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analytical instrument. A more in-depth review of the efficacy of the weights,
volumes, dilutions, etc. used by the analyst(s) is a function of the method
validation which considers required procedural steps and method QC.

Again contractual arrangements usually need to be made by project
management representing the data users if the laboratory is expected to
provide an independent validator with the extensive documentation and raw data
required to perform a review of all calculations and data reductions for your
environmental project or program. Laboratories already participating in
stringent programs such as the CLP will be well versed in providing such
detailed data packages.

4. Analytical Method Validation

The performanceof the method validationportion of the validationof
environmentalproject data is typically-accomplishedfor each individual
sample delivery groups(SDG). A SDG is defined as whichever occurs first"

each Case of field samples;or,
each twenty field sampleswithin a Case; or
each 14 calendar day period during which field samples in a Case
are received,beginningwith the receiptof the first sample in the
SDG.I

A Case is a logicalgrouping of a project'ssamples from one or more
sample delivery groups for which the laboratoryissues a narrativereport to

J project management detailing observed problems with analytical or field QA/QC,
documentation, sample matrix effects, insufficient sample volumes, unusual
events, required reanalysis, or other corrective actions performed by the
laboratory. Since all samples analyzed from within one SDGmay be readily
associated with a limited number of QC samples analyzed in a restricted period
of time in the lab, the analytical results for each SDGconstitutes the "
logical unit of information to be reviewed for the method validation portion
of environmental project data validation. However, from the laboratory's
perspective, the Case is the most cost-effective level for the organization of
final reports or reports of internal data reviews.

Therefore, Case Narratives are the logical means of conveying the
particular problems encountered in the analysis of project samples to
appropriate project management and data users. Analytical methods as defined
in EPA guidance documents are classified into five analytical levels (I, II,
III, IV, & V)2. Analytical level I is comprised of various field level
parameter screening methods and direct read-out environmental monitoring
which require various degrees of implementation of standard operating
procedures (SOPs) such as calibrations and/or check standards, but typically
not requiring extensive QCdocumentation. Level I field methods typically
give real time measurement of results which field samplers are required to
record on appropriate sampling information sheets or logs as specified by the
project sampling and/or work plans.

Validators should review all necessary project field documentation to



establish that field screening parameters for samples of various environmental
media were properly measured and documented. The validation includes checks
for adherence to field instrument SOPs, instrument calibration and maintenance
SOPs, as well as to any required QC associated with the applications of these3instruments.

Analytical methods belonging to analytical level II are methods which,

although they are standard or modified standard methods usin_ relatively
complex analytical instrumentation, are implemented on-site. Often field
labs are mobilized in transportable trailers and used to analyze site
environmental samples by analytical level II methods. The extent and types of
required QC and the resultant documentation generated by level II analyses
will vary with the analytical methods and standard operating procedures
required by the project plans. Typical instrumentation utilized in field labs
could include gas chromatographs_ atomic absorption spectrophotometers, flash
point testers, total organic carbon (TOC) analyzers, and total-organic halogen
(TOX) analyzers. As appropriate to the method, information available to the
validator for review should include data sheets, analyst worksheets,
integrator or strip chart recorder print-outs, chromatograms, and log books
pertaining to standard preparations, sample preparations, analytical runs, and
instrument maintenance and calibrations.

Analytical level III methods are standard EPA-approved methods performed
off-site, typically by commercial laboratories certified in the particular
programs to which project sample results are to be applied. 2 Level III
protocols, being associated with only EPA-approved standard methods, have a
multitude of inherent requirements for analytical QA/QCwhich may include both
initial and continuing calibration standards, surrogate spikes, analysis of
various blanks, reference samples, instrument performance samples, internal
standards, laboratory control samples, precision and accuracy requirements,
etc. In addition, associated EPAStatements of Work (SOW), such as for the
CLP Program, and guidance documents such as SW-846may apply to analytical
level III methods used for specific projects. These additional requirements
include QA/QC such as trip blanks, field blanks, replicate or duplicate field
samples, matrix spike and/or duplicate matrix spike samples (MS/MSD), and
blind sample controls to be analyzed along with project samples.
Implementation of these programmatic requirements at the project level is
typically realized by specifying this additional associated QA/QCwithin the
field sampling plan or waste anaqlysis plan as applicable. These level III
methods include available information regarding the precision and accuracy
which has been demonstrated as achievable based on results for the analysis of
a given matrix by several certified labs participating in controlled parallel
analysis studies of the method performance. Often the matrix used to generate
this window of achievable precision and accuracy for the method is aqueous or
a "simple" soil or a surrogate soil. The reality for matrices found in
contaminated sites is that such soils are much less amenable to yielding
predictable method performance due to the presence of various interfering
contaminants or to the physico-chemical characteristics inherent to the
particular matrix structure itself.

It is the duty of the validator to review the achieved precision and



accuracy of the analytical results for analytical level III methods against
the particular method's requirements and against any special requirements
specified in the project sampling plan or QAPjP. Typically a regulating
agency will not approve project plans which specify precision and accuracy
goals which are less stringent than the method criteria unless there is
existing data which substantiates that the matrix to be sampled presents
analytical difficulties as outlined above. In addition to this review of
precision and accuracy, the validator will review the achieved completeness
for the sampling and analysis of each applicable analytical parameter for all
sample locations against originally scheduled project goals for completeness
as specified in project plans. Technically, completeness is that percentage
of scheduled project samples for which reported analytical results were

"acceptable" based4on QA/QC criteria specified by the analytical methods and
the project plans.

Another key item for the validator to check is sample holding times for
each analytical method utilized for project samples. It must be verified
whether or not the time elapsed from sample collection until the time of
sample analysis exceeded the maximumholding time allowed by each analytical
method. The COCform as well as lab internal tracking documents need to be
reviewed. The holding times for standard EPAmethods and programs are well-
known to commercial environmental laboratories.

The programmatic technical requirements for sample holding times have
only been established for water matrices, and may be found in 40 CFR136.
However, several EPA Regions have established general technical holding times
for various classes of analyses and sample media. Several EPA-approved
methods which require extraction procedures before analysis have holding times
for both the time until extraction and the time until analysis. Care should
be taken to distinguish between contractual and technical requirements, since
the contractual holding times are typically from the verified time of sample
receipt (VTSR) at the laboratory, while technical holding times are from the
time of sample collection. Exceeding the method-required technical holding
times will generally cause rejection of analytical results, particularly where
a regulatory threshold is involved, s

Other commonly accepted criteria for evaluating the quality of
environmental sample analytical results are the representativeness and the
comparability of the data. These parameters (precision, accuracy,
representativeness,completeness, and comparability), when considered together,
are assigned the acronym PARCC. The criteria of representativeness and
comparability are qualitative in nature and are evaluated by consideration of
various aspects of the sampling and analysis processes.

Comparability may be evaluated by reviewing the level of adherence to
such project requirements or guidance as project SOPs, the analytical method
requirements, and the precision and accuracy goals for the project's analyti-
cal data. For example, if review of the field procedures documented in the
field logbook for a round of groundwater sampling indicates that a particular
well was not purged for the requisite three well volumes before sampling, that
sampling round will produce analytical results which have poor comparability



to those results from the rounds where the purge procedures were correct.

Representativeness is the degree to which sample data accurately and
precisely represent a characteristic of a population, variations of a para-
meter at a sampling point, or an environmental condition. Representativeness
may be evaluated by the validator's review of sample results for collocated
(duplicate) samples for achieved field or overall precision, by review of the
results for matrix spike and matrix spike duplicate samples, by review of
sampling procedures and locations as implemented in the field for compliance
with project plan requirements, and by statistical treatments of sample data
to quantitatively estimate field and laboratory method error levels.

Performance of a thorough review of the analytical results for the
various project blanks by the validator is very helpful in evaluating such
parameters as comparability, representativeness and accuracy from the
perspective of identification of contaminants introduced into the samples
either between the time of collection and the time of analysis, or as a result
of inadequate decontamination procedures used for sampling equipment during
field activities.

EPA analytical level IV methods, also known as Routine Analytical
Services (RAS), as well as analytical level V or Special Analytical Services
(SAS) which are approved for case-by-case analytical situations, are more
controlled in the requirements for documentation of QA/QCby the laboratory as
well as for the data package deliverables and the reporting format for
analytical results for both project samples and supporting QA/QCsamples. EPA
analytical Level IV methods must comply with the guidance in the CLP users
guide which specifies extensive requirements for QA/QC, analytical
instrumentation, documentation in both the field and laboratory, SOPs, and
data package deliverables. 3 Although developed to guide the performance of
laboratories participating in the analysis of samples from sites associated

-with the "Comprehensive Environmental Reclamation, Compensation and Liability
Act" (CERCLA), the CLP Statement of Work has become the standard for
laboratories performing chemical analyses for a variety of clientele
attempting to demonstrate compliance with various environmental regulations.
Validators validating data resulting from analytical level IV methods must
perform the most detailed validation procedures in order to establish the
quality and useability of such data. Such validations also require that the
validator have access to very comprehensive analytical data packages in
addition to the project SAP, QAPjP or WAP.

5. Data Packages

Validators must have access to supporting analytical data packages where
analytical level III, IV or V analyses are being validated. For analytical
level III, the validator must be able to substantiate as part of the method
validation that required analytical procedures were followed and that the
method-required QA/QC criteria was adequate. However, in order to validate
the analytical quality of data generated under the CLP guidance (analytical
level IV), the validator must review very extensive data packages and also
verify whether or not the documentation provided in these analytical data
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packages substantiates that the laboratory's performance of each analysis was
adequate when compared with the additional criteria contained in the CLP
Statement of Work. For those data users securing level IV analytical services
from CLP laboratories, but who are not accessing these services via the
Superfund Program and the EPA Sample Management Office (SMO), the contract
compliance screening segments of the validation process may not apply. This
may allow for supporting data packages which are somewhat more streamlined
than the RAS CLP data packages.

For volatile organic compound (VOC) analyses, these data packages are
composed of a Case Narrative, traffic reports, QC summaries which include
surrogate recovery information, method blank results, GC/MS"tuning" and mass
calibration(actually an instrument performance using bromofluorobenzene (BFB),
internal standards results, sample results, tentatively identified compounds,
mass spectra results, reconstructed total ion chromatograms (normalized to the
matched peak for the largest non-sol.vent compound peak in the printout),
copies of raw spectra, reconstructed ion chromatograms and reports for the
standards used in the initial calibrations and for standards used in contin-

i

uing calibrations, raw QCdata including" BFB "tuning"/performance spectra
and mass listings, results and spectra for matrix spikes, matrix spike dupli-
cares and for TICs detected in the samples. GC/MSlibrary searches with spec-
tra included are also required for TICs. All copies of raw spectra and mass
spectra must be extensively labelled with sample number, lab file ID, date and
time of analysis, GC/MSinstrument ID, and compound names must be clearly
marked on all spectra. I It is obvious from this example that an appreciable
portion of the required validation time for analytical data generated under
level IV analyses is consumed in the CLP requirements validation.

6. Data Qualification

The "Laboratory Data Validation Functional Guidelines for Evaluating
Inorganic Analyses" (7/88), the "Laboratory Data Validation Functional
Guidelines for Evaluating Organic Analyses" (2/88), the "Quality
Assurance/Quality Control Guidance for Removal Actions" (4/90), and various
other EPA-issued guidance documents specific to program areas of CERCLA
present systems for data validation, complete with data qualifiers which are
to be physically applied to data to identify limitations of the data or the
rejection of the data based on technical considerations of the associated
QA/QC. Initially, the laboratory supervisory and QA management personnel
review all documentation and analytical results for the project samples and
associated QCsamples and, as necessary, assign lab qualifiers to the reported
analytical results for the project samples based on these reviews. However,
the laboratory may not in all cases know which field samples are associated QC
samples or what the frequency of required QC samples is for the project or for
specific sample delivery groups.
The independent validation which follows the laboratory's review of the
project's analytical results, must consider any such additional information
which references additional project designed quality controls. This
independent validation will consider project data quality objectives, any
programmatic data qualification guidance (eg., the "Quality Assurance/
Quality Control Guidance for Removal Actions"), and additional PARCCor other



QA/QC requirements specified in project plans.

The end result of this process is the assignment of data user qualifiers
or "flags" to the data along with issuance of a text report conveying the
limitations, useability and validity of the reported project data, and, in
some cases, the rejection of specific data which did not meet applicable
minimum technical requirements or criteria contained in the analytical method,
SAP or WAP, and/or statement(s) of work.

7. Field Quality Controland Documentation

All non-automated environmental sampling programs which involve the
collection and analysis of discrete samples in connection with the mandates of
environmental regulations should be guided either by a FSP or a WAP. The WAP
applies to the operations of permitted treatment, storage and disposal
facilities (TSDFs). Waste analysis plans, and often fie_d sampling plans, are
required to be submitted to and approved by the appropriate agency of
authority(state agency or EPA). These field-oriented plans present the field
level project-specific approaches to the sampling strategy as well as to the
implementation factors such as ciocumentation, procedures and required field QC
sampling to support the project with samples which are potentially capable of
yielding data adequate to meet the project's DQOsand overall QAPjP require-
ments for QA/QC for project sample data at each utilized analytical level (EPA
levels I, II, III, IV, & V). Validators must review all available documenta-
tion generated in the field during sample collections in order to substantiate
whether or not the procedures specified in applicable project plans,
particularly the sampling plan and QAPjP, were adequately implemented during
sample collections, sample preparations, and sample packaging and shipment. _

Since any sample collection begins with a sample container, it is
logical that validation of sample results should begin with a review of the
quality of the container used to collect the sample. Documentation should be
available demonstrating that the supplier either followed the recommended
cleaning procedures pertinent to the containers for each analytical parameter
or that the containers as provided by the vendor are approved as "EPA series"
containers for the applicable analyses. Copies of the certificates of
analysis for the containers, as originally supplied along with the containers
by the vendor must be reviewed. Lot numbers on the certificates of analysis
need to be compared to field documentation of the lot numbers of sample
containers indicated as used during the sampling event. Likewise, the
validator should check to see if duplicate samples for a parameter were
collected in containers from the same lot, and to see if attempts were made in
general to minimize the number of sources of containers as well as the use of
containers from different lots.

Another approach which may have been required by the project plans (SAP,
FSP, QAPjP, etc.) is the requirement of analysis of "bottle or container
blanks" to determine container quality. The validator would review these
analytical results to ascertain if any qualification or limitations of the
useability of the analytical data is required based either on contamination
detected in the container blanks or on failure to analyze the container blanks



with the required frequency for all pertinent lot groupings. Storage
procedures used for containers in the field prior to use can greatly impact
the quality of the containers. Since containers often arrive from the vendor
with loose container lids, the procedures followed with sample containers on
receipt and during field storage can either minimize or increase the potential
for field-induced contamination before sample collections ever begin. At
large RIFS sites, it is not unusual tot sample containers to be staged at the
site for weeks or months before use. The validator should check available
field logs, certificates of analyses, COCforms, and sample tracking or
traffic management forms to evaluate if container quality was properly
addressed during storage as well as during sampling.

Sample collection methods and locations are the next logical topics in
validating the methods and procedures used during sample collection. The
validator must compare the field logs, chain-of-custody forms, returned sample
tags and any sample tracking forms against the project guidance documents.
This is an additional step beyond the sample verification process in that the
adherence of the sample locations and methods used in the implemented sampling
to the requirements of the project documents is evaluated. Aspects of these
evaluations, as they apply to project DQOs, are discussed in Section Eight.

The next item of consideration for the validator is documentation of
sample handling, preservations, packaging and shipping. The validator should
verify the proper implementation of COCprocedures, including proper
completions of COCforms with signed, timed and dated surrenders and
acceptances of custody for all phases of sample management. Type and size of
sample containers used for each sample parameter should be recorded on the COC
form. Preservations are often recorded on the COCforms and/or field logs and
appear on the sample tags when tags are utilized. Once again, sample tag
return by the laboratory may be requested and, when provided to the
validators, serves as an additional validation tool in combination with sample
tracking forms and COCforms. The validator, by checking comments on COC
forms, by reviewing the Case Narrative from the laboratory, or by reviewing
analytical reports will establish whether any samples were noted as improperly
preserved, and thus may require rejection or qualification of those particular
associated analytical results.

The final phase of field validation to be discussed is the review of
field QCsamples required in connection with project sample analyses. For
field screening analyses, the documentation of field instrument calibration,
operations and maintenance is reviewed against any requirements specified in
the field sampling plan. The required QC for field screening parameters may
vary greatly by project, but is generally not as rigorous as that for samples
sent to the laboratory for analysis. The field sampling plan and/or QAPjP
will directly address which analytical methods require the collection of field
QC samples and the frequency of "collections" of such QC samples. Field QC
samples include field blanks, trip blanks, equipment rinseate blanks, dupli-
cate samples, split samples, blind QCcheck samples, and MS/MSDsamples. The
validator should verify through available documentation if the proper
collection methods pertinent to each QC sample were followed. For example,
MS/MSDsample aliquots may be collected and directly identified as such in the
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field, but spiking of samples is generally discouraged as a field level acti-
vity per EPA recommendations. Also, for the analyses of water samples,
several analytical methods absolutely require the collection of triple volumes
of sample media in order to perform the MS/MSD. Field blanks should typically
be identified as such for data qualification applications at the lab, while
field duplicates may or may not be identified as such. Evaluation of the
results for field duplicates should be interpreted on the basis of sample
matrix. For example, the allowed precision range for water samples for the
analytical parameter may be 20%, while the allowable range of precision for
th_ r_uits for the same parameter in soil could be 35%.

Whenqualifying data based on field QCthe validator should also review
all method-required QCto fully characterize and authenticate the cause(s) of
the assignment of data qualifiers. If the laboratory missed the assignment of
a required qualifier associated with improper calibration of the instrument,
this would take precedence over consideration of minor contamination detected
in one of the field blanks. Although statements of work exist for qualifying
data under most CERCLAprograms, these will never cover every decisional
situation, may be argued as not applicable to the same analyses supporting
other non-CERCLAenvironmental programs, and can never completely eliminate
the use of professional judgement in given situations. Therefore, it is
imperative to have validators who are experienced chemists who can evaluate
the technical impact of both field-level and method-level deviations from the
requirements of project plans, analytical methods, and regulatory agency
guidance documents.

8. Data Quality Objectives

Data quality objectives (DQOs) are qualitative and quantitative
statements and considerations which specifYothe quality of the data required
to support project decisions or activities. ° During project planning, the DQO

- development process results in well-developed sampling plans, work plans and
QAPjPs which detail the chosen sampling and analysis options and the required
confidence levels and goals for PARCCparameters. Although originating in the
CERCLAprogram, this DQOprocess is a programmatic evolution of the QA/QC
considerations which EPA presented in SW-846 guidance applicable to all
environmental sampling and analysis projects. Originally, the SW-846made
reference to "data objectives", but the 1990 Revision One of this guidance
document uses the strict terminology of "data quality objectives" as
previously implemented in CERCLAguidance documents.

Careful development processes for the project DQOsmust be a cooperative
effort between the project data users, project management and the QA
management/oversight for the project. Once in place, the strict implementa-
tion of the project plans and the securing of a reliable laboratory should
yield project data which is technically and legally defensible. This will
maximize the likelihood that the data validators will be able to validate the
analytical data, while minimizing the likelihood of assignment of limitations
to data useability or user qualifiers due to failure to meet all project PARCC
parameter goals, due to further identification of failures to meet method QC
acceptance criteria, or due to variations from method performance



requirements. Selectionof a laboratorywhich participatesin some of the
nationallyrecognized audit and performanceevaluation programs for .
laboratories(eg., EMSL/LV,CEAT, etc.) will minimize the potentialfor the
independentvalidator to have to do additionalassignmentsof data qualifiers
(basedon QC or other method deviations)which the laboratory reviewprocess
should have addressed.

The focus of the validationeffort for project analyticaldata generated
under CERCLA programs is the validationof "critical"samples. Additional
emphasis is given to the results for such identifiedproject criticalsamples
since these results necessarilyhave to be acceptableper project plans as
well as 100% validated in order for the associatedproject environmentalman-
agementdecisions to be made based on these analyticalresults. The project
goals for the PARCC parametersmay be designed to be more rigorousfor the
critical samples, with the possibilityof increasedfrequencyrequirementsfor
field duplicates or other field QC samples. For-example,in CERCLA applica-
tions the validatormust establishwhether or not the project'sanalytical
results for critical samplesyielded 100% completeness. Additionalprogram-
matic DQOs applicableto CERCLA programsmay require the validatorsto statis-
ticallydetermine the confidencelevel, the power and the minimumdetectable
relativedifference values for the analyticalresults for the potentialcon-

taminantsof concern at each specifiedexposurearea and for each pathwayfor
the project samples and for associatedbackgroundsamples for the site(s).

In order for the independentvalidatorto perform those portionsof the
validationprocess which are pertinentto the evaluation of achievementof
projectDQOs, extensivecooperationbetweenthe validation entity and the
projectmanagement must occur to guaranteethat the validatorhas access to
all appropriateproject plans, field documents,project-specificand program-
matic statementsof work, etc. requiredto perform the evaluationof DQO
achievement. In some instances,the realityof the implementationof the
review of DQO achievementis that this portionof the data validationprocess
is often split between an externalvalidatorand "internal"QA oversight. For
the internalapproach,the QA oversightwill probably have extensiveaccess to
project plans and enhancedknowledgeof the project requirementswhile remain-
ing independentof direct involvementwith project operationsand management.
This approachminimizes the amount of documentswhich need to be externally
disseminated,while still achievinga significantdegree of independencefor
the overallvalidation processand realizingadditionalcost-effectiveness.

Whether or not multipleentitiesare involved in the actual performance
of the validation process,reportsdetailingdata useabilityand limitations
should be generated by each involvedvalidationentity. In additionto the
obvious DQOs already discussed,validatorsshould review the achieved
detection limits for each analytein each media sampled againstthose
detection limits specifiedin the analyticalstatementsof work for the
project and the applicableSAP or WAP.



9. Idaho National EngineeringLaboratoryContractorProgram
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The U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) has comprehensiveprograms in place
which guide the environmentalsamplingand analyses at its facilitiesin
support of the self-mandated4700 Series of DOE Orders for environmental
monitoring to protect the generalpublic and ecosystems,in supportof
monitoring various emissionsfrom its plants and TSDFs in compliancewith
applicableregulations,in supportof permit-requiredenvironmental
monitoring, and to supportthe implementationof its EnvironmentalRestoration
Program at each facility. The DOE has been active in the developmentof
program technicalguidance for the implementationof QA/QC requirementsfor
the collection,analysis and subsequentvalidationof analyticalresultsfor
environmentalsamples associatedwith the evolving EnvironmentalRestoration
and Waste Management Programswhich guide such projectsat various facilities
and sites across the DOE complex. These DOE programguidancedocuments,while
generallyadopting the use of standardEPA methods and requirements,have to
address the additionalconcerns for the potentialfor exposure of sample
collectionteams, analysts and even instrumentationto the effectsof
radiologicalcontaminants. For DOE sampling teams,the "As Low As Reasonably
Achievable" (ALARA)programrequirementsand controlsmust be satisfiedto
minimize the potentialfor any adversehealth effectswhich could be
associatedwith the collectionand handlingof the samples.

Shipmentsof samplesto analyticallaboratoriesmust be screenedand/or
subjectedto in-house radiologicalanalysesbefore leavingthe Facilityin
order to protect site staff and the public,as well as to avoid either
violations of Department of Transportationregulationsor causing the
analytical laboratoryto exceed its Nuclear RegulatoryCommissionlicense
limitations. These additionalradiation-relatedconsiderationswill, in given
instances,greatly complicatethe s_mplingand analysisproceduresand will
limit the abilityto followtypical EPA guidance used for parallel projects
conducted in the non-radiologicalarenas. The developmentof these DOE
guidance documents for the EnvironmentalRestorationProgramhas been paced so
as to addressany changes in the QA/QC or documentationguidance as well as
any changes in program focuseswhich may be result from the anticipatedupdate
of the QAMS-O05/80or in the possiblefinalizationof the ANSI/ASQC-E4-19xx
Standard, "QualityAssuranceProgramRequirementsfor EnvironmentalPrograms".
According to the draft ANSI/ASQC-E4-19xxstandard,the developmentand
implementationof DQOs representsa graded-approachbased on the intendeduse
of the data and the degreeof confidenceneeded in the quality of the
results,a This approach is most developed for the INEL'sEnvironmental
RestorationProgram since the resultantdata is directedto an INEL-wide
database to be used in conjunctionwith current and subsequentphases of the
restorationprocess. The revisionprocessfor the QAMS document had been
tentativelyscheduledfor completionin late Spring of 1993 by EPA.

Validatorsparticipatingin the comprehensivevalidationof
environmentaldata associatedwith DOE sites and facilitieswill have to stay
abreast of the status of these parallelprograms at DOE and EPA, and must be
aware of the status of their interface. For the EnvironmentalRestoration
Program's implementationat the variousDOE facilities,multiple



Program's implementation at the various DOEfacilities, multiple
agency/department of government involvements will likely continue, and the
validator must know the terms of any inter-agency agreements, consent orders,
etc. which are in effect. Specifically, the validator must interface with
facility contractor Environmental Restoration project management for an
interpretation of data package requirements, required analytical levels,
required levels of validation, due dates for deliverables to the regulatory
agencies, etc.

At the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Westinghouse Idaho
Nuclear Company (WINCO) and other site contractors are jointly participating
with DOE-Idaho and it's consultants who perform independent technical reviews
for DOE-Idaho on specialized technical teams which are addressing program
areas such as sample collections, field QC, and the validation of environmen-
tal data for the Environmental Restoration Program and other environmental
programs. For data validation, statement's of work and SOPs have been
developed by the site contractors during the current site contract period.
During 1992, WINCOand other site contractors began to compare and include
aspects of each other's respective programs in order to formulate a consistent
aor )ach to the process of data validation and to assist DOE-Idaho in
obtaining a smooth transition for the INEL's environmental programs prior to
the scheduled 1994 consolidation the INEL's contract. The anticipated two-
fold benefit of these program adjustments is increased cost-effectiveness and
maximization of data quality.
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